
Collecting Liberty Nickels

1883 Liberty Nickel with Cents

The Liberty Nickel was the workaday coin during the United States’ 
coming of age.  Its tenure, from 1883 to 1912, saw the emergence of the 
United States as a World industrial and military power.   The Republic’s 
population nearly doubled in those thirty years; much as a result of im-
migrants arriving in droves from all parts of Europe. The growth in in-
dustry and technology provided vast opportunity for those adventurous 
enough to book passage to America.  For many of these new citizens, 
the Liberty Nickel might have been one of the first items encountered 
off the ship.  

Liberty Nickel Reverse

alternate name – the ‘V-Nickel’.

The Liberty Nickel was a workhorse, much like the toiling laborers who spent 
their hours earning it.  Most ‘V’ Nickels were circulated extensively and are worn 

The Liberty Nickel series is literally surrounded by controversy on both ends.  The 
first Liberty Nickels of 1883 (the 1883 No Cents Nickel) did not feature the word 
‘Cents’ on the reverse.  Several unscrupulous people had the idea to plate these 
coins in gold, reed the edges and pass them to unsuspecting merchants as five dol-
lar gold pieces.  These so-called “Racketeer Nickels” caused the Mint to redesign 
the Nickel to include the word ‘Cents’ on the reverse.  Many of these ‘No Cents’ 
nickels were saved as the first of their kind resulting in a large number of available 
high grade specimens.  It is also rumored that quantities of these were withdrawn 
from circulation, held in government vaults, and re-released into commerce in 
the 1930’s.    

The series ended in 1912 when it was replaced by the popular Buffalo Nickel.  However, five Liberty Nickels 
were produced clandestinely with a 1913 date.  These coins were first publicized in The Numismatist around 
1920 and widely so thereafter.   All five traveled together for some time before being separated in the 1940’s.  
With so much notoriety, 1913 Liberty Nickels have always received eye-popping bids when they became 
available for sale.  One was purchased by avid collector King Farouk of Egypt.  The coin’s legend grew 
again when another disappeared on March 9, 1962 as its owner was killed in a car accident on his way to a 
coin show.  Yet another specimen appeared in an episode of television series Hawaii-five-0.  (The $100,000 
Nickel, airdate 12/11/1973)   The 1913 Liberty Nickel with its mysterious origins and checkered history has 
become one of the most famous United States coins.  

No Cents Liberty 
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Morgan Dollar portrait.  Her head is less adorned than the Dollar; she has no bon-
net or foliage.  The reverse depicts the Roman Numeral five (V) within a wreath 
of wheat, corn, and cotton.  It is the prominent ‘V’ that gives the Liberty Nickel its 

The Nickel’s design is simple but attractive.  
Miss Liberty was closely modeled after the 

nearly smooth. Many specimens were poorly struck, which hastened their demise into slickness. The occa-
sional high grade piece is a prize, when encountered. 
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How to Collect Liberty Nickels – 
Three Different Ways

1. The Basic Collection
Aside from the legendary 1913 Liberty Nickel, there are no rare coins in this series.  All are readily 
obtainable in low grades though not so common in higher grades. Excluding the 1913 Liberty Nickel, 
there are only 33 different issues in the Liberty Nickel series.   Liberty Nickels are best collected in very 
fine to about uncirculated grades.  Low grade  (almost good to very good) Liberty Nickels are common 
and not very attractive. The keys (especially the 1885 Liberty Nickel and the 1886 Liberty Nickel) are 
overpriced in those grades relative to their rarity.  Original high grade specimens are far scarcer than 
low grade coins.   Many of the higher grade pieces are cleaned or corroded, too. This makes collecting 
high grade circulated Liberty Nickels a worthy pursuit.   For the price, (many can be purchased for 
under $100.00 in a beautiful almost uncirculated grade) most of the issues in this grade range are bar-
gains, if nice.  

1889 Liberty Nickel PCGS 
Certified

The Liberty Nickel series is interesting and collectible for several reasons.  The 
Liberty Nickel is reminder of an active developmental period in U.S. History.   Im-
migration added millions of diverse, new citizens to the Nation (including my 
grandfather and great-grandfather). The U.S. Economy suffered growing pains in 
this era, which resulted in sparse coin emissions during several years in the 1880’s 
and 1890’s.  This makes nice specimens of several dates (1885 Liberty Nickel, 1886 
Liberty Nickel, 1888 Liberty Nickel, and 1894 Liberty Nickel to name a few) a 
challenge to obtain.  The first nickels minted at branch mints were the 1912-D 1886 Proof Liberty Nickel

Liberty Nickel and the 1912-S Liberty Nickel.  The entire series contains only 33 coins, which is a very 
manageable collection size.  With History, mystery, intrigue, and beauty, the Liberty Nickel may be one of 
the most underrated of all United States coins.

Liberty Coin Service has a wide selection of Liberty Nickels for sale including quality uncertified coins and 
PCGS and NGC certified specimens too. 

View Our Inventory of Liberty Nickels for Sale Here.

http://libertycoinservice.com/product-category/coins/liberty-nickels


2. Proof Liberty Nickels
Collectors wishing to collect attractive, high grade coins in a more cost effec-
tive manner may wish to consider a set of Proof Liberty Nickels.  Proofs are 
more common and cheaper than Mint State coins.  A complete set of them 
in Proof-64 or Proof-65 grade would be very impressive. Lots of dates can be 
acquired in these grades for $300.00 to $600.00 each.  This amount could seem 
pricey to many collectors at first, but it should be manageable for the patient 
collector willing to take time saving for  nice coins one by one.   As with Mint 
State pieces, it is best to collect PCGS or NGC certified specimens to help 
avoid problem coins.  A complete set (not including the 1913) includes 31 
coins as there will be no 1912-D or 1912-S.

A Racketeer Nickel would also make a fun addition to the Liberty Nickel col-
lection. It may be difficult to find one that is likely to be original.   Most ex-
isting ‘Racketeers’ were plated long after merchants learned about the trick.  
These were made as a separate ‘racket’ to pass off to collectors as the genuine 
item.  Though there are no guarantees of originality, an original ‘Racketeer’ 
will have reeded edges as five dollar gold pieces do.  Most later imitations do 
not have edge reeding.  Older Racketeers will often have some of the ‘gilt’ worn 
off too.  Early ones are also likely to be higher grade.

Proof Liberty Nickels, like the business strikes, also suffer from a lack of popularity.  Even though all 
early proofs sell for many times their intrinsic value, it seems as though collectors prefer the substance 
of a precious metal like silver.  Though this may hinder resale value of these coins, it also keeps the price 
lower in the first place.  

1883 Proof Liberty Nickel

Mint State coins are comparatively scarce.  Gems are even rarer as lots of mint state coins exhibit small 
corrosion spots, wiping or flyspecks.  For many dates, there might be only a few hundred total certified 
uncirculated coins.  (Consider that there are many Morgan Dollar issues of the same era for which 
tens of thousands of uncirculated coins exist.)  Unfortunately, small nickel coins do not carry the same 
cache as the old Silver Dollars.  This keeps the price of uncirculated Liberty Nickels low compared to 
their rarity. Coins that grade MS-63 to MS-65 are optimal values.  For those wishing to collect mint 
state coins, it is wise to purchase only PCGS or NGC certified coins.  Buying certified coins helps elim-
inate owning coins with the aforementioned problems.  If more collectors appreciated the aspects of  
rarity and value present in the Liberty Nickel Series, prices could rise dramatically.  Mint State Liberty 
Nickels are historic, attractive, and challenging to collect. 

Racketeer Nickel

Click Here for a free Collector’s Checklist to Help You Get Started!

http://libertycoinservice.com/wp-content/uploads/learning-center/collectors-checklist-liberty-nickels.pdf
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3. Red Liberty Nickels
The overwhelming majority of Liberty Nickels are excessively worn, damaged or corroded.  Many were 
lost early on- buried in the ground- when they were nearly new.  Some of these nickels when corroded 

Red Liberty Nickel

have a red or reddish-brown appearance in the fields of the coin.  On a high 
grade Liberty Nickel, this red look can be quite attractive. The red look has a 
way of adding texture and dimension to miss Liberty’s hair and facial fratures.   
A nice, evenly matched set of these ‘red’ nickels with very fine to extremely 
fine details would make an impressive display. It is important to realize that 
these are damaged coins, so it could be difficult to resell them.  Try to buy 
coins only if they are cheap. Consider this collecting option a fun pursuit and 
not one destined for profit. 


